
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Sri Aadya S of Std III is appreciated for her art in the drawing 

competition conducted by “WildlifeSOS”. In the list of Winners, her 

name is included under Honourable mentions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sanchith Krishna Hanagud of Std V participated in a Quiz conducted by 

ZEE TV Mind Wars on the topic ‘Famous Sportspersons’ and has secured 

an All India 5th rank in his category. He has received an eVoucher of 

Rs 500/- from Amazon. 

 

 

 



Jeevika Giri of Std IX has secured Second place in Inter-school 

Spellathon Challenge (Senior Category) and has received Trophy, Merit 

Certificate and Book Voucher from Vidhya Soudha Public School. 

 

 



 Medini Rao of Std V has won Gold and Silver Medals in an Inter-

Club Skating Competition and Karate State-Level Competition 

respectively. 

 Avani Rao of PP3 'D' has won gold medal in Inter-Club Skating 

Competition. 

 

 
 



Mihir S. Phatak of Std VI participated in quiz organised by UOLO on the 

topic of 'Solar System' and has secured 9th place out of 500 students 

(Consolation prize). He has received an EVoucher from Amazon along with 

a certificate. 

  

Vedashree Praveen of Std VI has won the consolation prize in Club 

Mahindra National Painting competition in Juniors category and has 

received certificate, medal and gift voucher. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

SSRVM Bangalore North congratulates all the students for their 

achievement in SOF International English Olympiad 

 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Bronze Medal + Certificate 

of Outstanding Performance – 01 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + Zonal Gold Medal + Certificate of Zonal 

Excellence – 01 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + Certificate of 

Distinction – 03 

 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction – 06 

 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate – 22               
 

Name of the student Class Medal 

Vihaan Prabhu 3 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Bronze Medal + 
Certificate of Outstanding Performance 

Veer Vishal Bhosale 4 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + Zonal Gold Medal + Certificate 
of Zonal Excellence 

Vadhana T S 4 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction 

Vedashree Praveen 
Amritaluru 

6 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction 

Shruti Sai Lanka 7 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction 

Vaishak A A 3 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Sameehan Parag Desai 5 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Tanmayi Sameeksha. K 6 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Vijay Mohan 7 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Jayashree Praveen 
Amritaluru 

8 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Jeevika Giri 8 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Aditya Kharche 1 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Advaith Krishna Vinjamuri 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Tanay Narsimpur 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 
 

Jeeth Sairam Raju 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Aayush Das 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Lohith P.A 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 



 

Name of the student Class Medal 

Rajas Kadam 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Aaradhya Deepak 4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Aniruddha Prabhu K 4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Pratyush Kamlesh 
Nandurkar 

4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Bhargav Bhat 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Ekom Gwasia 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Sandesh G Puranik 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Katiki Geeth Pranav Reddy 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

S.Priya Varnika 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Adya Shankar 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Ameya Jayesh 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Devang Anilkumar 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Arya Sachar 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Ruhi Sadashiv 8 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Raja Pradyumna M P 9 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 

Purna Vanditha 
Venkataramu 
 

10 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate 



SSRVM Bangalore North congratulates all the students for their 

achievement in SOF National Science Olympiad. 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Bronze Medal + 

Certificate of Outstanding Performance – 01 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + Zonal Bronze Medal + Certificate of 

Zonal Excellence – 01 

 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + Certificate of 

Distinction – 01 

 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction – 03 

 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation Certificate – 23 

 

Name of the student Class Medal 

Sunidhi S 1 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + International Bronze 
Medal + Certificate of Outstanding Performance 

Vihaan Prabhu 3 Gifts Worth Rs. 1000/- + Zonal Bronze Medal + 
Certificate of Zonal Excellence 

Aayush Das 3 Gifts Worth Rs. 500/- + Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction 

Advay Anirudh Kamath 3 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Lohith P.A. 3 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Nishanth Thamminiddi 3 Medal of Distinction + Certificate of Distinction 

Aadhya Bhat 1 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Aditi Krishnan 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Tanay Narsimpur 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Yuvaan Gwasia 2 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Phalguni R Tejaswi 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 

Rajas Kadam 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 

Vaishak A A 3 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 

Aniruddha Prabhu K 4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Veer Vishal Bhosale 4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 



Name of the student Class Medal 

Bhoomika K.M. 4 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Bhargav Bhat 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Shravan Bhat 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Devapriya S 5 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Srijan Hazra 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Tanmayi Sameeksha. K 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Ananya.G.Bhat 6 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Ankur Kashyap 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Pranati Prabhu 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Shriya Majipatil 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Sudarshana .S 7 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Adithya S Nair 8 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Soumili Mitra 9 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 

Maithri S 10 Gold Medal of Excellence + Participation 
Certificate 



PP1 
Concept: Fun with numbers (1-10) 

Children of PP1 had great fun with numbers through various 

games and activities. They were able to identify and count 

the numbers. Children could identify similar and different 

numbers. They also matched the numbers with different pictures 

and objects to understand the number and its value.  

The concept of “After, in between and before (1-10) numbers” 

were introduced through stories. Few objects were arranged 

and the children were asked to observe and tell which object 

comes after, in between and before. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 



 Concept: Patterns 

Our little champs were delighted to learn standing line, sleeping line, 

slanting line and curve lines with simple exercises, games and various 

activities like walking on the patterns by balancing the objects, 

stacking the building blocks, colouring, arranging the pista shells, 

buttons, grains, sticking the paper bits on the patterns. They had lots 

of fun, enjoyed and explored different patterns. 

 

 



 

 

 



Creative Hands 

Children exhibited their creativity through wonderful activities 

such as arranging the shapes using ice cream sticks, building the 

blocks, stacking the rings, free hand drawing and colouring. They 

made patterns, shapes, and their favourite things like house, cakes, 

biscuits, toys using play dough. 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



Fun Activities 

Our champs enjoyed playing various games and activities like musical 

chair, dancing for the music, sand play, passing and rolling the ball. 

They made finger puppets for numbers 1 to 10 and also decorated a 

beautiful thank you card for their parents. They enjoyed all these fun 

filled activities thoroughly. 

 

 
 



 

 

 



PP2 
Concept: Fun with Letters Aa-Zz 

Children enjoyed learning all the letters and sounds from A to Z which 

were learnt through stories, games, rhymes and various other activities. 

They came up with creative activities and drawings for each letter 

which left the facilitators spellbound. 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 



Concept: Magic with Two Letter Words 

Children took the first step in learning two letter words by observing 

'letter game' created by the facilitators. They understood the game 

easily and read the two letter words. Children actively participated 

and enjoyed the 'Palm Printing' and other activities. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 
 



Concept: Joy with Three Letter Words 

Facilitators of PP2, played an interesting 'One Word Game'. Children 

understood the game and gave the right three letter word. They spelt 

them along with the sound and framed sentences. Facilitators made ‘Handy 

Booklet' which comprised of three letter words and they also encouraged 

the children to participate in various activities. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



Concept: Pick and Speak 

A 'Pick and Speak' activity was conducted where children chose objects 

of their choice. They took their turn, spoke with confidence and shared 

lot of information. It was a happy and enjoyable moment to see our tiny 

tots performing the activity. 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 



Fun Time at School 

Our little ones spent wonderful days at School. They enjoyed playing 

in sand with their peer group, happily and joyfully stretched their 

hands and feet for the exercise. Facilitators will cherish these sweet 

memories forever. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



PP3 
Concept - Emergency Services 

To help children understand the concept of “Emergency Services”, 

facilitators interpreted few incidents where children had to think and 

answer what they would do in such situations. They emphasised on the 

three C's that children should remember - Check, Call and Care. Children 

learnt to make an emergency booklet having all emergency contact 

numbers. They presented their work cheerfully. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Concept: Means of Communication 

The concept of means of communication was introduced to the children 

through a situation where they were asked how they invited their friends 

and relatives to Sankranti festival. Children came out with different 

answers. They were very excited to make a phone using paper cups and 

enjoyed speaking to their parents using the paper cup phones made by 

them. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



Concept - Tens and Ones 

Facilitators introduced the concept of “Tens and Ones” through a story 

from our puranas about Krishna and Sudhama. To strengthen the concept, 

facilitators used different objects to show bundling or grouping. Hands 

on activity was conducted in the class using different seeds and bindis 

to show tens and ones place. Children enjoyed the activities done in 

the class. 

 



 

  

 

 

  



  

 

 



Concept: Means of Transport  

The facilitators narrated few incidents from the great epic 

‘Ramayana’ to arrive at the concept. Children were aware 

of the different means of Transport and gave examples for 

the same. Children were delighted to make an aeroplane using 

paper. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Concept: Months of The Year 

To help the children learn the concept of months of the year, 

facilitators shared their date of birth and asked children to 

share their date of birth along with month and year. To help 

the children memorise the name of the months, an activity was 

conducted where they made a cute table calendar.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 



Concept - Summer Season  

Facilitators had a conversation about the weather, food and types of 

clothes one should wear in summer season. They emphasized to the 

children to spend a lot of time with family members during summer time. 

Children learnt to make lemonade, paper fan and goggles. Children 

enjoyed the activities. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



Best Memories of Pre-Primary 

Children of Pre-Primary spent wonderful days at School. On the last day 

of the academic year, little ones tapped their tender feet and danced 

freely to the tune of music, expressed their views on spending summer 

vacation. To cherish the memorable days, facilitators and children took 

group photos. Facilitators of Pre-Primary wished them by giving cute 

little cards. It was a snippet of sweet memories for the facilitators. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



Class: IV 
Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Number Patterns 

Date: 1st March 2022 

Activity: Tessellations 

An activity was conducted for the students where they had to create 

their own tessellations. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject: Mathematics 

Topic: Number Patterns 

Date: 5th March 2022 

Activity: Symmetry 

An activity was conducted for the students where they  

had to make a painting to showcase symmetry.  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



Class X  

Subject: Sanskrit 

Topic: Sanskrit translation for the objects seen around the school  

Date: 12th March 2022 

The objective of this activity was to enrich the students' vocabulary 

by acquainting them with the Sanskrit equivalents of the English words. 

The students walked around the school, observed the things around them 

and translated the names of the things to Sanskrit. The students enjoyed 

this activity as it broke the monotony. 

 



A beautiful woman draws strength, smiles, grows stronger with each 

day. There is no limit to what a woman can accomplish. 

SSRVM Bangalore North celebrated International Women’s Day in grand 

manner on 8th March 2022. According to the theme, “Gender equality today 

for a sustainable tomorrow”, the male staff of our school gave a fun 

filled entertaining programme to their counter parts. They also 

organized a few games which was thoroughly enjoyed by all the ladies. 

The laughter rang throughout the auditorium and was the most memorable 

day for all the powerful women. 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



SSRVM Bangalore North welcomed the Pre-Primary children after a gap of 

two years as they returned to school. Tiny tots came to school with 

tiny masks on Monday, 7th March 2022. The children joyously and happily 

came along with their parents and excitedly walked towards their 

classes. All safety measures and precautions were already in place 

which created a lot of confidence and encouraged parents to send their 

children to school. It was a cheerful welcome for our preprimary 

children to see all their teachers and headmistress welcoming them. The 

classrooms were buzzing with excitement and joy. After a long time, the 

corridors were again echoing with children’s voices. The children 

enjoyed the various gross motor activities after the prayer. Indeed, 

it was a positive start to their school journey. 

 

 



 

GRADUATION DAY is a happy and momentous occasion for the 

little ones as they gather to celebrate the culmination 

of their preschool years. 

Graduation Day was held on 19th March 2022. The event began 

by invoking the divine through a prayer by the children. 

Coordinators addressed the gathering and welcomed the 

parents. Facilitators expressed their thoughts and 

inspired the children through a graduation song. 

Children of today are the leaders of tomorrow, the 

children of PP3 took the first step to prove this by taking 

a pledge. Parents were overwhelmed to see their wards 

receiving the Graduation certificates from their 

facilitators. Our Principal congratulated the children of 

PP3 as they are moving into their next phase of their 

flight. She also thanked parents who have always helped 

and supported us in the day-to-day learning activities of 

the children. This memorable day will be etched in the 

minds of grandparents, parents, facilitators and as well 

as the children. 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  



Date: 8th March 2022

Attendees: Std X 

Resource Person: Sri Swadhin Sahu 

A Career Counselling Session was organised for the students of grade 

X. The resource person was Sri Swadhin Sahu, a renowned career counselor 

(an IIT - IIM alumnus). He is currently the academic head at IMS 

Learning Resources Pvt. Ltd. He introduced the students to the various 

courses in Science, Humanities and Commerce. He threw light on the 

various career options - technical and non-technical, delving more on 

the latter. A mention of a few institutions, the courses they offer and 

the details of the entrance exams were also put forth. He apprised them 

of the career prospects in the fields of Management, Mass Media and 

Law. He advised children to develop realistic goals and to work towards 

achieving the same. He emphasized on the importance of making meaningful 

career choices based only on one’s skills and aptitude, without 

succumbing to peer pressure. The session concluded with the speaker 

addressing the queries of the students. It was indeed an informative 

and introspective session. It surely expose them to the plethora of 

career choices and the importance of making informed choices.  

 



 

Date: 8th March 2022 

Attendees: Std XII 

Speaker: Sri Swadhin Sahu 

Career counseling is a systematic process of analyzing the student’s 

and professional’s strength, interest, skills and abilities and mapping 

it with the right career option and education. An interactive career 

counseling session was conducted by our school on 8th March 2022, for 

the students of class XII. The resource person, Sri Swadhin Sahu, 

briefly touched upon identifying our potential and working for it and 

the concept of IKIGAI. In this session, non-technical courses under 

Management, law, Accounts and commerce, Economics, etc. were discussed. 

This session also included various universities providing the courses 

and the eligibility criteria. The session concluded with a discussion 

on questions posed by the students. It was immensely enriching and 

interesting. We thank our chief guest, teachers and principal for this 

wonderful session. 

 



 



Date: 11th March 2022 

Attended by: Std X and Std XII 

Conducted by: Police Department – Vidyaranyapura 

Personal safety and keeping away from addictions is of absolute 

necessity for the secondary and senior secondary students. In this 

regard, SSRVM Bangalore North organized a session for the senior 

students by the Police Department, Vidyaranyapura to create an awareness 

among the youth regarding sexual offences, drug abuse and cybercrime. 

The session was well conducted by Sri Zameer - PSI, Sri Kiran – Asst. 

PSI and Nagavva – Asst. PSI. They laid emphasis on POCSO, NDPS (The 

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985) and Cyber-crime 

related Act. The guests explained in detail the incidents that can be 

considered as crimes under the above mentioned categories and also the 

consequences to the same. Our students interacted well and asked a lot 

of questions. 

 

 



 



 

Date: 24th March 2022 

“When you find an idea that you just can’t stop thinking about, 

that’s probably a good one to pursue.” — Josh James 

The ubiquitous availability of internet connectivity has resulted in a 

significant increase in the number of platforms designed to make 

technology accessible to everyone. The students of SSRVM Bangalore 

North have pioneered a web-based portal called ‘PROLINK’, a venture to 

help in creating digital content across various platforms. The portal 

promises low operating expenses and excellent network effects. It was 

a momentous occasion for SSRVM Bangalore North to launch their students' 

startup. Five Students - Vignesh, Rishi, Manasi, Rajashree and Praveen 

with an entrepreneurial mindset, with Vignesh in the lead, created a 

website in order to aid our society and make online work more accessible 

to new users.  

The event, rightly named ‘Arambh’, was graced by chief guests Cmdr HG 

Harsha (Retd), Chairman, SSRVM Trust Bengaluru and Smt. Jaina Desai, 

Trustee SSRVM Trust. They congratulated the students on their venture 

and provided encouragement and valuable advice on improvements and 

future prospects. The event was also attended by eminent personalities 

online as well as in person to include parents, teachers and school 

staffs in order to encourage the budding entrepreneurs.  

The event began with a prayer to seek the almighty's blessings. The 

audience was then addressed by our principal, Smt. Mamatha Raviprakash. 

She also introduced our school's aspiring entrepreneurs and requested 

them to share some information about their venture. Students presented 

their ideas for building the site with utmost confidence, with a quick 

overview of its operations. They also looked towards incorporating 

artificial intelligence (AI) into their site to make it more accurate 

and time efficient. The students had very clear views about their 

startup and discussed how they are balancing their involvement in their 

startup with their education. A few curious onlookers also enquired 

about their startup's future ambitions and its viability.  

Parents expressed their gratitude to the school, principal, teachers, 

and other members of the staff for providing guidance to their children. 

They also expressed gratitude to Geetha Ma'am for encouraging their 

children to share their ideas with the principal. Later on, the event 

came to a happy and graceful note.  

With the divine blessings of Gurudev, the program was a great success. 

The noble ideologies that underpin this amazing success story of these 

five young entrepreneurs have the potential to inspire every child to 

think outside the box and not let age be a barrier to achieving their 

goals. This venture proves that students have more room and time to 

achieve greater heights in the future. They're also designed to show 

us that everyone has potential, and that if we work on it, nothing can 

stop us from succeeding in life. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


